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Foreword
Welcome to the 2017 edition of Deloitte’s Predictions for the technology, media and telecommunications (TMT) sectors.
For the first time in our 5 years of releasing our Middle East edition, we are including predictions for all three sectors together, and not
splitting them into different sub-industries. This, by itself, is a reflection of the exciting industry we are in. An industry that continues to
blur the boundaries of innovation, and reshape how operators, media players and technology companies collaborate and interact in an
increasingly integrated market place.
Across the global and regional predictions, we believe that the distinction between sectors is fast becoming obsolete. The introduction
of dedicated machine learning capability to smartphones is relevant across all industry sectors, not just the technology or
telecommunications verticals. The transition to 5G and resulting implications on machine to machine communication is a critical enabler
to new technology adoption, starting with self-driving cars. IoT itself is the epitome of this borderless ecosystem with operators and
technology companies working closely together to shape the cities and lives of tomorrow. Cybersecurity is an evergreen topic in the region
raising threats to media companies and Telcos equally, and requiring cross sectorial regulations and safety measures.
With smart cities and nations so high in the agenda of the Middle East countries, our region is at the forefront of this borderless market
place, with regional Telcos talking more about AI and IoT than network expansion. In this day and age, breaking borders, albeit at industry
level, is a refreshing twist. 2017 promises to be yet another exciting year for the TMT sector. We wish you all the best for this year and trust
that you and your colleagues will find this year’s predictions a useful stimulant in your strategic thinking. We look forward to discussing
them with you.

Emmanuel Durou
Partner, Head of Middle East TMT industry
Deloitte & Touche (M.E.)

Paul Lee
Partner, Head of Global TMT Research
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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Consumer IoT in the Middle East – late
bloomers but about to get much smarter
Deloitte Middle East predicts that connected entertainment
(video streaming, smart TVs and wireless speakers etc.) and
connected health devices (wearables etc.), which have already
reached a certain level of maturity in the GCC, will continue their
upward surge by growing in revenues at an average of 10% and
20%, respectively, in the GCC in 2017, which is broadly in line with
international growth rates166,167.
There has been, so far, limited take-up of connected home

appliances such as smart thermostat, lighting, and home
appliances (smart oven, smart fridge, smart dishwasher etc.) in
the GCC. We believe that this segment will still witness a slow
increase in adoption on the back of new product launches, and the
implementation of energy efficiency policies by local authorities.
Similarly, we also expect connected cars to remain an emerging
product this year, as the technology is still coming into place, and
there are limited models with affordable price points available in
the market.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a technology architecture that captures, analyzes, and acts on data generated by networked
objects and machines, through the combination of new and exiting technologies. The emergence of new wireless
communications networks designed for IoT application, and the development of new IT infrastructure facilitating the collection
and analysis of IoT sensor data, will dramatically expand IoT possibilities, multiplying practical applications while potentially
lowering costs.
Connected Home
Smart lighting, smart thermostat,
smart home security, interactive
robot and other home appliances
(e.g. smart fridge, smart oven, etc.)

Connected Car
Cars that possesses one or several of
the following characteristics:
driverless operation, fuel eﬃciency
tracking, ability to remotely lock and
unlock, automated maintenance,
route optimization and traﬃc

Connected Entertainment
Smart TV, game console, video
streaming, wireless speakers, etc.

Connected Health
Wearables, connected sport
equipment, ﬁtness trackers, etc.

A youth-driven growth
The GCC market has several inherent characteristics that could
drive uptake of consumer IoT devices. The most significant driver
is a very young and highly tech-savvy population, with more than
60% of the population in the GCC168 below the age of 30. In the
GCC, 64% of the population owns a smartphone, with the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) currently having the highest smartphone
adoption rate in the world at 83%169.
As mobile broadband penetration hits more than 100% across the
majority of GCC countries, consumers in these geographies rank
amongst the most connected in the world. On average, UAE users
spend more than 3 hours and 30 minutes online using their mobile
phones daily whilst Saudi Arabia has the highest mobile video
playback in the world with more than 90 million YouTube views
every day170.

Government-backed initiatives
Strong government commitment to diversify local economies has
led to a prioritization of “digital” as a key growth area. As such,
local policymakers are undertaking numerous initiatives to set up
the infrastructure and establish partnerships to nurture a local
ecosystem.
Governments have launched ambitious plans to build the
necessary enablers to develop IoT and smart cities. The UAE is
considered a leader in this domain with Dubai aiming to become
the smartest city in the world by end of 2017. Other GCC countries
have developed similar ambitions: Saudi Arabia is building smart
cities across the country, Qatar launched the Connect 2020 ICT
Policy that aims to develop smart infrastructure initiatives in view
of the World Cup 2022.
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A strong ecosystem which involves both public and private entities
is fundamental to ensure the success of these initiatives. We
see signs of these in partnerships between telecommunications
operators in the GCC and international industry leaders, to set up
the supporting IoT infrastructure and technologies. du, the UAE
telco, is expected to roll-out its low power wide area IoT network,
making it one of the first operators to manage a standalone IoT
network in the region and one of the first in the world. Other recent
initiatives include Etisalat’s partnership with Huawei to launch the
first NB-IoT-based smart parking pilot trial network in the UAE171. In
Saudi Arabia, the Huawei IoT platform OceanConnect is being used
by Zain to develop smart home and telematics applications172.
Challenges remain
Despite the positive long-term trajectory, certain short term pitfalls
are inhibiting the growth of IoT.
The complexity of building an IoT ecosystem is amplified in the
region due to the GCC’s current positioning as a consumer of
technologies as opposed to being a technology innovator. This

causes a lag between the time the technology gets implemented
elsewhere and until it reaches the region.
Moreover, to date, there is no common agreed standard for IoT
technologies in terms of interoperability and compatibility, globally
and in the region. This is creating a delay in investments mainly due
to the fact that investors and entrepreneurs prefer to adopt a “wait
and see” approach until these issues get resolved.
From a consumer perspective, concerns lie in the absence of a
regulatory framework that tackles key issues such as data privacy,
security and ownership, or the perceived utility of smart devices as
opposed to their current market prices173, as shown in the Deloitte
2017 GCC IoT survey below.
However, we believe that two inherent factors will help offset some
of these challenges. These are the gradual decline of prices due
to the availability of technology, and the implementation of new
security measures and laws, such as the Qatar data protection law,
or the Dubai data law.

Which of the following reasons, if any, are currently preventing
you from buying a/another connected device?
34%

It has little utility for the price

27%

I am concerned with privacy breaches
There is limited availability of
connected devices in the region

23%

I do not need to replace/
buy a connected device

22%

I am concerned with security breaches

21%

I have limited awareness of connected devices

21%
15%

No reasons
0%
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How does connected IoT interest translate to sales?

Level of Interest
(values in percentages %)
I would like to have a wearable (such as wrist bands or clip on)
that can record my health information

6

I would like to have an intelligent car that can optimize route
and traﬃc and automate maintenance

4 6

I would like the ability to check my home security cameras
remotely and be alerted of the burglar alarm

45

I would like to be able to control all of
my home appliances on my smartphone via a single app
I would like to be able to change the level and
type of light according to the time of day in my home

4 6

I would like to be able to control the cooling/
heating in my home remotely

4 7

I would like to be able to stream music
with wireless speakers across the home
I would like to be able to play games
with an online connection
I would like to be able to stream a movie
whenever my schedule suits me
I would like to be able to connect my TV online

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

The interest of GCC consumers in IoT devices is clear. According
to the Deloitte 2017 GCC IoT survey174, more than 50% of
consumers in the GCC agreed or strongly agreed that the extra
features offered by IoT devices are of interest across all the device
categories surveyed.
Interest is even more evident in categories that have an impact on
our daily life as opposed to gimmicks (e.g. online connection for
video games, stream music using wireless speakers).
Nevertheless this interest does not translate yet into actual sales.
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Neither Agree nor Disagree
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As such, IoT device categories stand at different stages in their
lifecycle. Connected homes and connected cars, for instance,
remain at an emerging phase while connected entertainment
and connected health devices are reaching their peaking stage in
the GCC. This is further reflected in the Deloitte 2017 GCC survey,
which shows discrepancies in adoption across IoT categories.
For example, while around only 10% of respondents claimed
to own a form of connected home device (smart lighting, smart
thermostat, smart home security), more than 30% own connected
entertainment devices (smart TVs, game consoles, wireless
speakers). Emerging products are characterized by low current
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IoT Devices: Maturity Levels
High

Wireless Speakers

Maturity Level 2017

Wearables
Video Streaming
Smart Lighting

Wearables

Smart Home Appliances
Connected Cars

Smart
Security

Interactive Robot
Smart Lighting

Game Console

Smart TV

Smart
Thermostat

Game Console
Video Streaming

Smart Thermostat
Smart Home Appliances

Global Trend

Connected Cars

GCC Trend

Smart Security
Interactive Robot
Low

1.Emerging

2.Peaking

3.Stabilizing

take-up by GCC consumers due to two main factors: a negative
perception of value for money and the limited availability of devices
in the region.
Connected home & car: slowly emerging
As touched upon earlier, despite the strong interest in the features
offered by connected home devices, the limited availability of these
products or high price points in the GCC have translated into a
market that is, practically, insignificant to date.
Certain home solutions are available in the market. For example,
Etisalat introduced its Smart Home Solutions in 2014175, which
includes smart thermostat and smart security appliances.
However, certain products are sold at approximately three times
the price tag of their counterparts in the United States176 resulting
in low take-up; as per the Deloitte 2017 GCC survey, smart
thermostats have a marginally low adoption rate across other
categories177. This contrasts with global trends, and especially with
more developed markets, where devices such as smart thermostat
represent more than 20% of total thermostat annual unit sales178.
Furthermore, smart appliances, globally, have witnessed the
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4.Establishing

5.Optimizing

launch of multiple new products in the past few years (Samsung
smart fridge, LG augmented reality vacuum and Smart ThinQ
oven etc...)179,180. However, as producers are increasingly looking
at the region as a key market to launch new products, we expect
connected home devices to reach new heights in the region.
Samsung, for one, has announced that the UAE will be amongst
the first countries to launch its new smart refrigerator181 in 2017.
Additionally, Cielo WiGle, a smart home products manufacturer,
has announced that it will launch its new products in six markets
which include Oman, the UAE and Saudi Arabia182. Additionally,
since local governments are promoting “energy efficient”
policies, standards are being implemented that are pushing
both developers and consumers to progressively adopt these
technologies. Along these lines, the Dubai Road and Transport
Authority has installed 200 environmentally-friendly smart LED
lights on roads in 2016 and is planning even more this year183.
Governments in the region are also looking to capitalize on
opportunities provided by connected cars and have released
strategies to stay at the forefront of this change. Dubai, for
example, expects 25% of all transportation trips in Dubai to be
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driverless184 by 2030. Understanding these radical challenges,
automotive companies are activating plans to maintain the upper
hand. However, to date connected cars in the region are still
characterized by a high premium185 and have limited applications
restricted to mobility management and entertainment.
Connected entertainment and connected health: navigating
through the peak
Other categories of smart devices are expected to maintain
their strong growth trajectory next year, namely, connected
entertainment devices and connected health. As per Deloitte’s
prediction, these devices have been witnessing strong expansion
in the past years, and are expected to keep growing at 10% and
20% respectively in 2017.
The continued hype for connected entertainment devices can
be explained with the recent launch of new services such as new
on-demand and online streaming services in the region. The

recent drop in prices also had an important impact on purchasing
decisions. For example, the average price of a smart TVs has
dropped 50% over the past five years186. Other factors that favor
this strong uptake include the lack of alternative leisure activities in
some GCC countries, making connected entertainment devices one
of the main sources of entertainment. For example, approximately
two-thirds of people living in Saudi Arabia play video games187.
Connected health devices are witnessing higher adoption rates as
these products are transforming themselves into everyday fashion
accessories and the drop in prices, more than 50% since their
launch188, is increasing their affordability. Wearables and wristbands
are becoming widely used in the GCC across consumers as well
as other stakeholders such as governments. As an example, the
Dubai Health Authority has launched an incentive program aimed
at rewarding residents for healthy behavior through recording
fitness tracker data189.

The bottom line
IoT will undoubtedly continue to overhaul the way we live, consume and work. However, its near and long-term growth will
require a mix of endogenous and exogenous factors.
There has always been a time lag between global and local adoption of technologies: products usually get launched in Western
markets while looking at developing markets, particularly the Middle East, as their second wave of expansion. This logic is,
nonetheless, evolving as certain markets are reaching a critical scale in terms of size and purchasing power, such as certain
Asian markets, which at the same time are becoming technology originators.
While the GCC still remains, at large, in this secondary expansionary growth wave, we should not underestimate two key
regional factors that will drive rapid adoption of IoT. The demographics and high adoption of mobile technology is an obvious
one. However, and more importantly, the investment and ambitions of regional governments in smart cities and smart living
(“happiness”) will ultimately foster demand for consumer IoT. The more IoT devices become embedded in public spaces,
transportation, utility providers and new real estate developments in the GCC countries, the more we will see regional
consumers adopt a larger portfolio of connected appliances.
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